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Candy PopCandy Pop  is a song for everybody and expression of pure joy of life.
Its catchy tune fascinates from the first beat on. „Candy Pop“ is a lively and a bit crazy 

song which takes you away from daily life into a happy colorful world.
Be careful, once in your ear you will never forget the melody and how beautiful life can 
feel. The song builds a bridge between people all over the world and animates them to 

dance together happily. Let’s do the “Candy Pop”!!!

Thrill meThrill me  is an R&B track which includes a high voice performance mixed 
with groovy sounds. The young generation finds itself reflected in the song which picks up 

the spirit of the youth. The song thrills with rhythmic beats and an energetic drive.
On this Audio-CD a B-Track, on clubs’ dancefloors an A-Track.

Give it a shot and you will see it rocks!!!



“Candy Pop” is the 3rd single of bless4, a well known vocal group composed of the four 
siblings Akashi, Kanasa, Akino and Aiki from Japan. Besides several chart hits in Japan, 
their European debut “Dandelion” was placed #1 in the international charts of Radio 88,8 
Berlin in 2010 and was listed in the TOP 10 several weeks. “Dandelion” was played by 

radio stations all over Europe. The 2nd single “sunshine dancer” was very popular with the 
fans and was also broadcasted often.

Due to permanent demand from fans outside of Japan, not at least because of their 
unique live-voice-performance, the group toured through different countries and 

performed on small stages as well as in huge halls. The first LIVE show in Europe was in 
Berlin/Germany. The members of bless4 grew up in America which gives them the ability to 

be the only Japanese group singing in native English.

The production of “Candy Pop” itself was realized by the cooperation of professionals in 
Japan, Germany and England which makes it a unique international project. The mastering 

of “Candy Pop” at the Abbey Road Studios in London by Geoff Pesche who amongst 
others cut the vinyl lacquers of „Dire Straits” platinum selling “Brothers in Arms“, completes 
the production around the songwriters Santolina Tamarix (music) and Frank Tinney (lyrics).
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